


MAKE YOUR MARK.
CHANGE THE WORLD.
WELCOME TO GLENDON.



There are various ways to discover Glendon  
Campus along with this handbook –  
you can read it as a complement to its  
digital version here. 

You can discover our campus in this video   

or check out our upcoming events. 

Easily connect with a current student in the 
field that interests you through our Glendon 
Virtual Network. Students that cover all of 
our undergraduate programs are available to 
tell you about their experience at Glendon.

 
Follow us on 

Instagram 
@GlendonLiaison 
for PRIZES &  LIVE 

interviews with our profs, 
students and staff 

from across 
campus!
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STATEMENT OF ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF  
TRADITIONAL LAND 
We recognize that many Indigenous nations have  
longstanding relationships with the territories upon 
which York University campuses are located that  
precede the establishment of York University. Glendon 
as part of York University acknowledges its presence 
on the traditional territory of many Indigenous Nations. 
The area known as Tkaronto has been care taken by the 
Anishinabek Nation, the Haudenosaunee Confederacy, 
and the Huron-Wendat. It is now home to many First 
Nation, Inuit and Métis communities. We acknowledge 
the current treaty holders, the Mississaugas of the 
Credit First Nation. This territory is subject of the Dish 
with One Spoon Wampum Belt Covenant, an agreement 
to peaceably share and care for the Great Lakes region.
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York University’s Glendon Campus is located 
on 35 hectares of uniquely protected land. 
This Glendon forest grows on a designated 
historic site protected by the Toronto and 
Region Conservation Authority. We are proud 
to act as responsible stewards of the land 
and safeguard it for future generations.
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Smart and mighty 

30+ student clubs to choose from and 
many more at Keele, our sister campus. At Glendon, 
you bring your passions and share them with 
others. You can create your own club from anime  
to gaming, fashion and the environment!

Our entirely renovated Glendon 
Athletic Club was the first practice gym 
of the Toronto Raptors. 

26 students  
per class 
on average – which 
means an easier 
transition to  
university and the 
opportunity to  
have meaningful  
discussions with 
your profs.
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Alumni with impact
Anaïs Dagrou, who completed a B.A. in Political 
Science at Glendon, is deeply involved in supporting 
women’s emancipation and children’s rights in  
Côte d’Ivoire, her native country. Former President 
of the Glendon African Network, Anaïs was named 
among the “Top 100 Black Women to Watch in 2020 
in Canada”.

Nicole Doray is an environmental champion
and has researched integration of AI, blockchain, 
and other technologies for environmental and social 
benefit. She was recognized as one of York University 
Alumni’s Top 30 Changemakers Under 30 and  
was selected as a Canadian delegate to the 2021  
The World Bank Youth Summit on Resilient Recovery 
for People and Planet.

York is ranked 6th best  
comprehensive university  
in Canada according  
to the MacLean’s annual  
university rankings.

York is among the Top 
100 best universities 
in the world according 
to the Times Higher 
Education 2021 Global 
Impact Rankings.
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This handbook is  
designed to help  
you start thinking  
about the university  
experience that’s 
right for you. Explore 
the unique programs 
and features Glendon 
has to offer, and  
take some notes on 
what you discover. 



At Glendon, we are proud  
to offer a personalized  
experience. This means 
that at our campus, 
you’ll be more than a 
number. In our small 
classes, you’ll make 
meaningful connections 
with peers, faculty and 
staff who have your 
well-being and success at 
heart. It’s in our nature.



Your Cheat Sheet to Help You  
Make A Smart Choice
At Glendon, we work hard to offer programs that provide hands-on experiences 
and give you the skills you need to succeed in an ever-changing world. The grid 
below is designed to help you identify programs that interest you, explore questions 
you may want to ask yourself, and think about how and why each program might 
work best for you.

My option 1 My option 2 My option 3

School and program

Admission requirements

What do I like about this program  
or the campus?

Am I comfortable with the campus 
size / class size? Would it be an 
easy transition from high school?

What is student life like (i.e. clubs, 
activities, city exploring)?

Potential scholarships  
and bursaries

What career options will I have  
after graduating from this 
program?

How can I stand out when I 
apply for jobs after graduating 
(i.e. bilingual degree, research, 
placement, international 
exchange)?

NOTES
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PROGRAMS THAT PUT YOU 
ON THE RIGHT PATH

Your program is your place to grow your skills, gain experience and decide 
where you want to go next. Academic excellence is at the core of our 
mandate, and all our programs include hands-on experiences that equip 
you with the competence you need in a rapidly changing world. You’ll 
become a versatile, empowered and inspired graduate, whether you 
decide to pursue a professional career or graduate studies.

Our immersive multilingual environment gives you a unique language 
advantage, an asset in high demand on Canadian and global job markets.

Glendon  
graduates are sought 

after as much by 
employers as by  
top grad schools  

in Canada.
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INTERNATIONAL,  
LAW & PUBLIC POLICY 
Do you have a vision to make your mark in the world? 
Are you passionate about a career that would lead you to 
create positive global change? Many of Glendon’s programs 
empower graduates to take on international careers as a 
diplomat, activist, immigration officer, mediator, children’s 
rights advocate, international business consultant, politician, 
mediator, public policy writer or analyst, economist, 
journalist, analyst/strategist, fundraiser, judge/lawyer, non-
profit administrator, political advisor, speech writer, human 
rights specialist. Check out your options.

Want to learn more? 
Snap this code.  

GLENDON PROGRAMS
• Business Economics (BA, iBA) 
• Canadian Studies (BA, iBA)
• Economics (BA, iBA)
• History (BA, iBA) 
•  International Studies & Business 

Administration dual degree  
(iBA/BBA) in partnership with  
emlyon Business School in France 

• International Studies (BA, iBA) 
• Philosophy (BA, iBA)
• Political Science (BA, iBA) 
• Psychology (BA, iBA, BSc, iBSc) 
• Sociology (BA, iBA)

•  Certificate in Law and Social 
Thought**

•  Certificate in Refugee and  
Migration Studies 

• Interdisciplinary Certificate in  
 Public History** 

• Master’s in Public and  
 International Affairs (MPIA)

BUSINESS, FINANCE &  
BIG DATA ANALYTICS 
Looking for a career as a business analyst, investment banker, 
financial advisor, accountant (including CPA designation),  
human resources specialist or insurer? Have a knack for 
numbers, entrepreneurship, international business,  
international development or financial planning? One of  
these programs may be for you. 

• Business Economics (BA, iBA) 
•  Economics (BA, iBA)
•  International Studies & Business 

Administration dual degree  
(iBA/BBA) in partnership with  
emlyon Business School in France

• Mathematics (BA, iBA) 

*   Indicates the Certificate is available as a stand-alone certificate for existing degree holders
** Indicates the Certificate must be taken in conjunction with a York/Glendon bachelor-level program
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TRANSLATION,  
INTERPRETATION &  
LANGUAGES 
Studying languages and linguistics in particular gives  
you a solid background in critical and creative thinking, 
and organizational and leadership skills. These sought- 
after competencies can lead to careers in translation,  
interpretation, immigration, international diplomacy,  
mediation, media, journalism, editing, non-profit  
management, human rights advocacy, international  
development, foreign service, public policy, speech writing, 
speech pathology and audiology.

We are recognized for the depth and excellence of our 
language learning programs, from a wide array of majors and 
certificates, all the way to our doctorate in French studies.

GLENDON PROGRAMS
• French Studies (BA, iBA) 
•  Linguistics & Language Studies  

(BA, iBA) 
•  Spanish (Hispanic Studies) (BA, iBA)
•  Translation (BA, iBA)  

•  Certificate in Spanish for Business 
and Professional Communication*

•  Certificate in Spanish/English –  
English/Spanish Translation*

•  Certificate in the Discipline  
of Teaching English as an  
International Language (D-TEIL)*

•  Certificate in Technical and  
Professional Communication

•  Master’s in Conference Interpreting 
(MCI)

• Master’s in Translation Studies (MA) 
• Master’s in French Studies (MA) 
•  Doctorate in Études francophones 

(PhD)

EDUCATION 
Do you love to share your knowledge and help others 
learn and grow? A career in Education may be right for 
you. Glendon is ideally suited to prepare you to teach 
French as a second language. Enrolling in the concurrent 
BEd program at York’s Keele campus while doing a BA  
or BSc at Glendon is also a great way to prepare you  
for a career in education. Looking to work as a principal, 
librarian, corporate trainer or community educator?  
Check out Glendon’s recognized programs.

• Biology (BSc, iBSc)
• Canadian Studies (BA, iBA)
• Drama and Creative Arts (BA, iBA)
• Economics (BA, iBA)
•  Education (BEd) – French as a  

Second Language Concentration
• English (BA, iBA)
• French Studies (BA, iBA)
• History (BA, iBA)
• Mathematics (BA, iBA)
• Philosophy (BA, iBA)
• Psychology (BA, iBA, BSc, iBSc)
• Sociology (BA, iBA)  

• Certificate in the Discipline  
 of Teaching English as an  
 International Language (D-TEIL)* 
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COMMUNICATIONS,  
CULTURE & THE ARTS
Whether you’re interested in advertising, journalism, 
marketing, public relations, publishing or if you have 
a passion for making connections, you’re in the right 
place! Glendon’s bilingual Communications program, 
one of a kind in Canada, prepares you to tackle the many 
challenges organizations face when communications 
break down — a vital skill in our über-connected, global 
world. If this describes you, one of these programs may 
suit you best.

If you’re looking to make connections between cultures 
and improve the way individuals, organizations, markets 
and world regions communicate with one another, you 
may be looking for a career in translation, interpretation, 
immigration, international diplomacy, mediation, 
human rights advocacy, museum or gallery curation, 
international development, foreign service, public policy, 
speech writing, neurolinguistics, or speech pathology 
and audiology. And we have recognized programs to get 
you there.

Creators are born communicators and express their ideas 
through their craft, art, emotions and original thinking. 
Our Drama & Creative Arts program leads our graduates 
to careers as art teachers, museum professionals, arts 
administrators, professional artists, actors, directors, 
curators, drama teachers, designers, technicians, 
community arts professionals, stage managers, and more.

GLENDON PROGRAMS
• Communications (BA, iBA) 

•  Certificate in Technical and 
 Professional Communication*
•  Certificate in Spanish for  

Business and Professional 
 Communication*

• English (BA, iBA) 
•  French Studies (BA, iBA)
• Linguistics & Language Studies  
 (BA, iBA) 
• Psychology (BA, iBA, BSc, iBSc)
• Sociology (BA, iBA)
•  Spanish (Hispanic Studies) (BA, iBA)   
• Translation (BA, iBA) 

•  Certificate in Spanish for Business 
and Professional Communication*

•  Certificate in Spanish/English –  
English-Spanish Translation*

• Interdisciplinary certificate in  
 Public History**
• Certificate in the Discipline  
 of Teaching English as an  
 International Language (D-TEIL)*

•  Master’s in Conference  
Interpreting (MCI)

• Master’s in Translation Studies (MA) 
• Master’s in French Studies (MA) 
•  Doctorate in Études francophones 

(PhD)

• Drama and Creative Arts (BA, iBA)

*   Indicates the Certificate is available as a stand-alone certificate for existing degree holders
** Indicates the Certificate must be taken in conjunction with a York/Glendon bachelor-level program
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HEALTH AND 
ENVIRONMENTAL  
SCIENCES
Are you fascinated by the human condition? Love to 
explore and better understand our environment?  
Do you seek to improve the lives of other humans and 
all species on earth? You might be well-suited for a 
career in health sciences as an addiction or bereavement 
counsellor, industrial psychologist, occupational therapist, 
psychologist, social worker psychometrist, behavioral 
strategist or speech pathologist. Environmental science 
studies can lead you to a career as a biologist, doctor 
or veterinarian, biology technician, research scientist, 
biology professor, conservation biologist or zookeeper.  
Our programs will get you there.

GLENDON PROGRAMS
• Biology (BSc, iBSc) 
• Psychology (BA, iBA, BSc, iBSc) 
• Sexuality Studies (BA, iBA) 
• Sociology (BA, iBA) 
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SOCIAL IMPACT 
Are you passionate about supporting marginalized 
groups and making the world a better place? Interested 
in a career in community/youth work, human rights or 
community advocacy, social justice activism, policy 
research, social work and services, child development, 
therapy, sex education, addiction or bereavement 
counselling, occupational therapy, victim advocacy, 
health policy planning, labour relations, women’s rights 
activism, criminal justice system work, non-government 
organization work, non-profit administration, public 
health, community advocacy, journalism, or law? 
These programs may be right for you.

GLENDON PROGRAMS

•  Business Economics (BA, iBA)
•  Canadian Studies (BA, iBA)  
•  Economics (BA, iBA)
• Gender & Women’s Studies (BA, iBA) 
• Philosophy (BA, iBA)
• Political Science (BA, iBA) 
• Psychology (BA, iBA, BSc, iBSc) 
• Sexuality Studies (BA, iBA) 
• Sociology (BA, iBA) 

• Certificate in Sexuality Studies*
•  Certificate in Law and Social 

Thought**
•  Certificate in Refugee and  

Migration Studies 
•  Interdisciplinary certificate in  

Public History** 

STILL UNSURE?
If you want to explore your options, choose our 
Undecided Major. You’ll begin your studies without 
having to select a program until the end of first year. 
Throughout, you’ll get plenty of support to help you 
zero in on the best choice for you.

• Undecided Major

*   Indicates the Certificate is available as a stand-alone certificate for existing degree holders
** Indicates the Certificate must be taken in conjunction with a York/Glendon bachelor-level program
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WHY OUR PROGRAMS 
STAND OUT

Our immersive programs are designed to give  
you the expertise you need to succeed. You will  
develop a well-rounded academic base, plus 
sought-after skills – critical thinking, research and  
communications – that are prized in today’s  
global job market. Glendon is the ONLY university 
campus in Canada to offer bilingual or trilingual  
International Bachelor degrees across all programs.

 
Knowledge 

of both English and 
French is not an 

admission requirement 
for most of our 

programs, provided 
you are proficient in 

one of them.
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Business Economics
Come learn about economic theory  
and its application to business analysis. 
You’ll consider questions such as why 
some companies are more successful 
than others, which industries will be 
growing fastest over the next years, and 
whether investors should move their 
money from debt to equity. All while 
building connections in Toronto – the 
economic engine of our country!

TIM BOUNITCH BA 2021 – FINANCIAL SERVICES

 “While doing my degree in Business Economics, I 
discovered a passion for finance and data science. 
I loved the diversity of courses the program  
offered me. Thanks to the small class sizes,  
I was able to interact directly with professors, 
which allowed me to connect what was  
taught in lectures to real-world applications.”

History for today’s world How does our  
understanding of history help us build imaginary worlds as  
seen in Assassin’s Creed and Bridgerton? Learn from award- 
winning professors in Canadian, European and Latin American 
history. We’ve also added engaging new courses in African  
history with the arrival of professor Rose Ndengue –  
an expert on African decolonization and Black feminism. 
Interested in practical experiences at institutions such  
as the Aga Khan Museum and the City of Toronto Archives?  
Consider our Certificate in Public History.

MAIA FOSTER-SANCHEZ BA 2016 – 
MULTIMEDIA AND EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT

 “As I move into research and  
policy roles, I am glad I studied 
history because it taught me  
essential analytical skills,  
to always corroborate my  
sources and to be reflective.”

Get practical in Cognitive 
Neuropsychology Earn valuable 
hands-on experience with the Cognitive 
Neuropsychology stream, now proudly 
offered within the Glendon Psychology 
program. You’ll study with top experts 
specialized in dementia and Alzheimer’s 
disease research. The program coordinates 
practical research opportunities with  
affiliated hospitals and health centres.

ANA BADAL BSC 2021 – COMMUNITY CARE

 “During my student journey, I have found a  
passion for neuropsychology, psychobiology,  
and clinical research. Luckily, I was able to  
gain support from my professors and mentors  
and further this interest of mine through  
the neuropsychology concentration directed  
by Dr. Guy Proulx.”

Earn a dual degree –  
International Studies & 
emlyon Business School 
(France) Get the chance to study  
for two years in Glendon’s flagship  
International Studies program, followed 
by two years at France’s #1 business 
incubator, the emlyon Business School. 
This program lets you combine a business 
education with a liberal arts background, 
enhanced by Glendon’s trademark  
excellence in French-language training 
and international experience.

MELISSA CARDONA 4TH YEAR STUDENT

 “I participated in the GENIAL entrepreneurship 
program during my first year where I had the 
chance to launch my own business. In my  
third year I returned as the coordinator of the  
program to help mentor other students with  
their business ideas. I even won a pitch  
competition that was judged by real investors  
and entrepreneurs! This is something that  
really stood out in my university experience.”
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HANDS-ON LEARNING  
TO DRIVE SUCCESS  

All Glendon programs include hands-
on learning opportunities that help 
enhance your studies and drive your 
success. Internships are possible for 
all students in all programs to boost 
career readiness. Leverage practical 
opportunities in the Greater Toronto 
community and have a positive impact 
on the world. 

Hands-On Learning: Drive Your Own Research 
Glendon is vibrant with research. You get lots of freedom to 
collaborate and explore your fields of interest, throughout 
your undergraduate studies.

Glendon’s Top Scholars program offers high-achieving incoming students the opportunity 
to start their own hands-on research projects immediately in their first year. In their 
upper years, students continue to receive mentorship and guidance from faculty through 
our Research Apprenticeship Program and G21 Research Incubator. 

Undergrad 
research can 

help when you 
apply to grad 

school.
ANMOL, TOP SCHOLAR AND RESEARCH APPRENTICE 
STUDENT IN INTERNATIONAL STUDIES, ALSO PURSUING A CERTIFICATE IN  
LAW & SOCIAL THOUGHT

  “I got to do research with Professor Clara Chapdelaine-
Feliciati, an international lawyer who has worked with the 
United Nations and focuses on women’s rights. It was just 
the perfect fit for me because I want to go into international 
law and eventually go to law school with my degree!”
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Hands-On Learning: Build Your Skills 

Career and Skills Development Centre
Our Centre helps students and alumni navigate career options, skills 
development and hands-on education opportunities. We support 
you with grad school prep, finding and applying to jobs, writing  
résumés and cover letters, interviewing and networking.
 
There are more than 16,800 experiential education opportunities 
at York university, across both Keele and Glendon campuses!

GLENDON DIGITAL MEDIA LAB
Access cutting-edge tech equipment and explore your 
creativity and talent through extracurricular digital media 
projects and workshops.

STUDY ABROAD
At Glendon, three times more students participate in  
international exchanges than the national average, and we 
have more than 300 international partnerships that reflect 
our own diversity. Prepare for a global career through  
these study-abroad opportunities and global internships.  
We also offer internationally-based courses in France,  
the Netherlands, Peru, Cuba, Brazil, Mexico, Spain,  
the United States and at our EcoCampus in Costa Rica,  
that are often available in the summer.

GENIAL
Join Glendon entrepreneuriat et innovation à l’international, or 
GENIAL, a bilingual training program, for its online resources, 
workshops, conferences, business model competitions, 
incubation program and other learning opportunities.

LANGUAGE CENTRES
Our Language Training Centre for Studies in French and 
Spanish Resource Centre exist to enable you to become 
a more efficient and effective learner of French or Spanish 
through proven effective methods, practice and workshops 
in each language.

LEARN MORE
ABOUT HANDS-ON 
EXPERIENCES
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PROGRAMS THAT  
HELP YOU GO PLACES

Your program is your place to grow, gain experience 
and build your network during university. Glendon 
programs equip you with the skills you need to advance 
your professional life in a rapidly changing world. You’ll 
become a versatile, empowered and inspired graduate.

Law school
KRISTEN, CANADIAN STUDIES AND WOMEN’S STUDIES, 2011
 “I wanted to go to law school and the courses were just so incredible. 
I remember taking Popular Trials and covering these trials that  
changed the landscape of Canadian law and thinking “Wow!”. It was 
so affirming of my decision to go to law school and it put me head and 
shoulders above the other kids in my class when I made it to law school, 
so that [Law and Social Thought] certificate program was very unique.”
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FROM 
GLENDON 

TO... ANYWHERE 
YOU 

WANT 

Transferable skills make 
for interesting career paths 
as seen by these 10 recent 
graduates who followed 
their passions.

Alumni From Glendon... To...

Shawna Coxon BA Psychology Deputy Commissioner – Law enforcement

Katherine Aquino BA Communications Product Designer – Silicon Valley

Kevin Bourne BA Political Science Creative Director – Founder of a public  
relations agency

Mark Labib BSc Biology Student – Medical school

Madeline Della Mora BA Linguistics & Language Studies Digital Media Manager – Recruitment  
and staffing (got a bilingual job right after 
graduation)

Mikhaela Gray-Beerman BA English Researcher and educator – Human rights

Mouhamed Diallo BA Economics Analyst – Financial services 

Clinton Jang-Naruse BA Mathematics and French Studies 
BEd

Assistant Curriculum Leader – Education

Juan Luis Garrido BA Drama Studies & Sociology Digital Strategist – Marketing agency

Adrienne Arzaga BA International Studies Facilitator Assistant – Youth development 
(got a bilingual job right after graduation)

FOLLOW THE GLENDON–
SCHULICH 4+1 PATHWAY 
To help prepare you for management 
roles, Glendon has partnered with 
York University’s Schulich School  
of Business to offer the 4+1 Pathway 
to Master of Management (MMgt). 
High-achieving students can build  
on their four-year undergraduate 
program of choice with the  
one-year MMgt degree, which  
provides a solid base in  
management fundamentals.

GABRIELLE,  
COMMUNICATIONS, 2019 
AND MMGT SCHULICH, 2020
STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS AND  
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT, GLENDON CAMPUS 

 “A former global brand 
ambassador and model, 
I am now thrilled to be 
a brand architect.”
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YOUR LANGUAGE  
ADVANTAGE 

Glendon is a leader in bilingual teaching and  
research in Toronto. 
If you’re looking to impact the world through a global career, 
knowing several languages can be a significant advantage.  
In this interconnected and rapidly changing world, there is 
an increased need for a multilingual workforce and the ability 
to conduct business in more than one language is becoming 
critical. Bilingual people often hold higher positions and earn 
more money than monolinguals in the same industry.
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 Knowledge of both English and French is 
not an admission requirement for most of 
our programs, provided you are proficient in 
one of them. Our goal is to help you reach an 
intermediate level of proficiency in a second 
official language by graduation, even with 
little to no experience at the start.

We bust some myths about bilingualism  
at Glendon.

MARCOS,  
FRENCH STUDIES

“Since starting at Glendon,  
I have enjoyed the benefits of  
a bilingual campus. I had  
opportunities to improve my 
French proficiency, which 
helped me realize how much 
more I could achieve with the 
knowledge of a second language. 
Profs, academic advisors and 
fellow students at Glendon  
want you to succeed and are 
here to help.”



YOUR LANGUAGE  
ADVANTAGE 
AIDAN, CANADIAN STUDIES, 2016

“I am from a French-Canadian  
background and unfortunately the  
language learning skipped a generation. 
My father never learned it, so he was 
never able to teach me. I came to  
Glendon and I really wanted to learn 
French to reclaim my language.  
By fourth year, I was able to take  
all my courses in French!”

AIDAN’S 
PATHWAY  

From Guelph, 
Ontario & Core French 

Until Grade 12

Enrolled 
in Canadian 

Studies

Took 
Français  
langue  

seconde (FLS)  
in 1st year

Started 
 taking some 

program courses in 
French in 2nd year + 

attended Salon 
Francophone

By 4th year 
was taking all 

program 
courses in 

French

Graduated  
with  

Bilingual BA
and a Certificate of 

Bilingualism

Has worked  
bilingually in  

insurance, higher  
education and  

hospitality since  
graduating.
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MARA, INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
“I really enjoy walking down the halls 
or attending events and hearing just 
as much French being spoken as  
I do hear English. Being bilingual is a 
skill that I value greatly. My goal is to 
work for the Government of Canada  
in Global Affairs and I know that  
being bilingual with French will be 
essential to my success. It is also  
a lot of fun to learn a second language 
and it has opened up a whole new 
world of opportunities for me!”

 
MARA’S  

PATHWAY  
From Toronto, Ontario  
& French Immersion  

up to Grade 12

Enrolled in 
International 

Studies

Took 
Français  
langue  

seconde (FLS)  
in 1st year

Started taking  
some program 

courses in French in 2nd 
year, including a French 
Experiential Education 

course and got a  
Work-study position 

on campus

In 3rd year is 
taking more program 

courses in French,  
continuing with a  

Work-study position  
on campus and going  

on an exchange  
to France

Expected 
to graduate with 
a Bilingual iBA in 

International Studies 
with a Certificate  

of Bilingualism

 

Aims to work 
bilingually for 

the Government 
of Canada

Earning a bilingual degree is easier 
than you think and will make 
you stand out on the job market.
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FUND YOUR STUDIES

Being in charge of your own  
finances is new for many first-year 
students, so here is a quick guide to 
help you get a sense of what you’ll 
spend, as well as ways to fund 
your studies, through awards and 
other financial aid, student loans 
and working on or off campus.  
Let’s start with making a budget.
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SCHOLARSHIPS AND 
BURSARIES
EXCITING NEWS! York entrance awards are now 
renewable every year for admission averages of 
80% + AND CEGEP students are now eligible for 
the automatic entrance scholarships.

SOURCES OF FUNDING
First, identify where you will get money from.

$

Personal savings 

Income during the school year 

Family contribution (RESP funds, etc.)  

Scholarships and bursaries

Government financial aid and/or student loans (OSAP, AFE Québec, etc.)

Government assistance (CPP benefits, ODSP, etc.) 

Other loans (line of credit, private loan, etc.) 

Other resources

TOTAL SOURCES OF FUNDING:

YEARLY COSTS
Then identify the costs you’ll have to pay throughout the year.  
Some are fixed yearly costs, and some are monthly.

$

Course (tuition) fees (full-time course load of 30 credits) $6,913* 

Books, equipment and school supplies (estimate, may vary) $1,500

Residence (8 room-size options) $6,724-$10,253*

Meal plan (4 options) $3,750– $5,500*  

Health (insurance) plan $254*

TOTAL FIXED COSTS:

MONTHLY COSTS
Multiply each item by 8 for the 8 months you’ll be in school.

$

Rent

Utilities (phone, laundry, etc.) 

Personal spending (toiletries, entertainment, etc.)  

Transportation (public transport, trips home, car payments, etc.) 

Food (groceries, eating out, snacks, etc.)

TOTAL MONTHLY COSTS:

Glendon is the only  
bilingual campus in Toronto  

to offer 50 bursaries for  
Postsecondary Studies in French 

as a Second Language (FSL),  
each worth $3,000, to help  
English-speaking students  

become bilingual. 

*These fixed costs are undergraduate yearly costs based on Fall/Winter 2020–2021 and are subject to change.

Now, take your total funding sources, and subtract your total fixed and monthly costs. 
Coming up with a positive number? Great, you’ve got enough resources to cover your school 
and personal expenses. Do you have a negative number? This means you won’t have enough 
resources to cover your costs. You will need to revisit your budget and check out the funding 
opportunities Glendon offers. See our Scholarship and Bursary information above.
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LIFE IN RESIDENCE
If you are new  

to the city and want to 
live in a safe, supportive 

and welcoming  
environment, consider 

applying to live  
in a Glendon  

residence.

WHY CHOOSE RESIDENCE?

•  Glendon recently invested more than $10 million in  
residence improvements, including new furniture and  
increased accessibility.

•  90% of rooms are singles. 
•  Our live-in Residence Life Team is there to ensure a safe 

and supportive environment.
•  All-inclusive pricing. No need to worry about individual bills 

— your room rate includes all utilities and internet. 
Regular housecleaning in all common areas is also included!

•  You’re just steps away from the Glendon Dining Hall, where 
the Glendon Marché is located. It offers fresh and healthy  
menu options, as well as a rotating menu featuring flavours 
from around the world and homestyle classics.
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YOUR OPTIONS:

    Choose your room type: 
  small single 
  single 
  large single 
  double 
  suite
Which common space would you use most? 
  music rooms 
  gaming areas 
  study spaces 
  social lounges
Which residence activity would you try first? 
  group study session 
  paint night 
  movie screening
Which dining station would you be most  
likely to visit at the Glendon Marché?
   Road trip: A rotating station with  

flavours from around the world,  
such as Indian and Greek

   The Wok: Made-to-order modern 
stir-fry bowls

   Grille Works: Quick-service burgers, 
wraps and breakfast options

   Home Kitchen: Chef-crafted home-
style meals and soupsGLENDON ATHLETIC CLUB

The GAC is a 55,000-square-
foot, recently renovated,  
full-use fitness facility on 
Glendon campus, complete 
with a pool, indoor driving 
range, basketball courts,  
boxing and group cycling 
studios, and outdoor tennis 
courts. Located steps away 
from our residences, it is  
open to the entire Glendon 
and surrounding community.
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BECOME PART OF  
OUR COMMUNITY

Glendon is home to a  
welcoming, connected, 
global community of  
students who take pride  
in sharing in one another’s  
cultures and languages.  
We help you make sure that 
your first year transition is 
as easy as possible.

Grow your network during 
your studies – especially 
in the city where you may 
build your career!
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ANNA, POLITICAL SCIENCE, 2019
 “I love that Glendon is such a small and  
beautiful campus. After I transferred from 
a bigger university, Glendon really felt like 
home. Because the classes are so much 
smaller, it gives you the opportunity to 
connect with your peers and your profs.”

EMMA, BIOLOGY, 2019
 “Glendon offered me the small  
classroom environment and unique 
academic curriculum that allowed 
me to build very strong relationships 
with professors who also became 
mentors, allowed me to explore 
various interests and ultimately 
discover my passion through the 
many research and experiential 
learning opportunities that were 
made available. All these factors 
played a crucial role in making my 
grad school application 
stand out.”
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SMALL CAMPUS. 
BIG HEART. Looking for an easier transition to university? 

Our small campus can help you with that.

Helping and supporting one another is what  
makes Glendon so unique. We offer a personalized  
experience where you really matter — in a safe and 
protected parkland environment in midtown  
Toronto with 24/7 security, as well as many support  
programs that serve our diverse community, who 
come from more than 100 countries around the world.
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ACCESSIBILITY SERVICES

You’ll have access to the Glendon  
Accessibility, Well-Being and  
Counselling Centre, which provides 
services for every student.

We offer academic accommodation and support to all  
students with disabilities, including:
  • Students with temporary or permanent disabilities
 •  Students enrolled in full- or part-time studies at  

Glendon Campus
 •  Students registered in undergraduate or graduate studies

PERSONAL COUNSELLING

If you are experiencing personal  
difficulties or have a mental health 
condition, we have experienced  
counsellors available to speak with  
you confidentially.

ORIENTATION ACTIVITIES
JumpStart
Get a jump on your post-secondary transition with this unique four-day pre-orientation 
program at the end of August. You’ll learn tips for adjusting to the academic demands  
of university life, studying more effectively and adapting to your new environment.

Glendon Orientation (GO) Day
At this mandatory event in September, you will receive essential information about  
student life, services and resources on campus. You’ll meet your Peer Mentor,  
professors and other students.

Orientation for All
In addition to Glendon Orientation Day, we host dedicated orientation events for 
LGBTQ2+ & Allies, International Students, Indigenous students and more.



HOW TO APPLY

STEP 1  
RESPECT DEADLINES
Make sure you apply before the deadline!  
Otherwise, you run the risk of not being admitted. 

STEP 2  
CHECK THE REQUIREMENTS
Make sure to check what courses you will need to have completed in 
order to be considered for admission, and anything else your chosen 
program requires. If a test is needed as part of the application  
process, you can expect to hear from us after you have applied. 

STEP 3  
SUBMIT
OUAC is the provincial online portal for all Ontario high school  
student university applications. You simply enter your information 
and click to submit.

Applicants from outside Ontario (including high school students, 
university and college transfer students and mature students) can 
submit their application through OUAC.on.ca or through York  
University at futurestudents.yorku.ca/requirements/apply, and must 
ask their previous institution(s) to send their transcripts directly to: 
 Office of Admissions, York University
 Bennett Centre for Student Services – 3rd Floor Reception
 99 Ian Macdonald Blvd
 Toronto, ON M3J 1P3

STEP 4  
STAY ON TOP OF YOUR APPLICATION 
Once you have applied, you’ll receive your York U  
reference number. Enter this number in MyFile,  
the York student portal, to track the status of your  
application online, and check the status of your  
supporting documents. Make sure you pay attention  
to email and mail messages from York University.
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HOW MyFile WORKS 
Within a few business days of submitting your application online, 
you will receive a confirmation email from York University, which 
will contain your 9-digit York ID number. With this ID number, 
you will be able to access MyFile and see any documents being 
requested by the Office of Admissions. These will be listed under 
the “Supporting Documents” tab.

MyFile is also the place to apply for most Scholarships and  
Housing on campus (residences) as well as the tool to book your 
first year advising appointment.

GET  
IN TOUCH

MYFILE 101 
VIDEO
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ADMISSION 
REQUIREMENTS
All Glendon programs have minimum requirements (see top chart),  
and some programs have specific requirements in addition to the minimum  
ones (see bottom chart) — check them out here to make sure you take  
all the courses you need! 

If you’re looking for your program and don’t find it in the bottom chart,  
it means that your program only has minimum requirements.

If you are a Canadian student from outside Ontario or Québec,
you can find out-of-province admission requirements here:

Check 
them out!

OUR PROGRAMS

• Biology (BSc, iBSc)
• Business Economics (BA, iBA)
• Canadian Studies (BA, iBA) 
• Communications (BA, iBA)
• Drama & Creative Arts (BA, iBA)
• Education–French as a Second Language  

Concentration (BEd)
• Economics (BA, iBA)
• English Studies (BA, iBA) 
• French Studies (BA, iBA)
• Gender And Women’s Studies (BA, iBA) 
• History (BA, iBA)
• International Studies (BA, iBA)
• International Studies and Business  

Administration (Dual Degree) (iBA/BBA)
• Linguistics And Language Studies (BA, iBA)
• Mathematics (BA, iBA)
• Philosophy (BA, iBA)
• Political Science (BA, iBA)
• Psychology (BA, iBA, BSc, iBSc)
• Sexuality Studies (BA, iBA)
• Sociology (BA, iBA)
• Spanish (Hispanic Studies) (BA, iBA)
• Translation (BA, iBA)
• Undecided Major
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ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS BY PROGRAMS: ONTARIO AND QUEBEC
ONTARIO HIGH SCHOOL
Anglophone Schools

ONTARIO HIGH SCHOOL 
Francophone Schools

QUEBEC 
Grade 12

QUEBEC 
CEGEP

BIOLOGY (BSC; iBSC) 
Honours degree

ENG4U; SBI4U; SCH4U; MHF4U
Recommended: SPH4U

ENG4U; SBI4U; SCH4U; MHF4U
Recommended: SPH4U

Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French;
Gr. 12 Biology;
Gr. 12 Chemistry;
Gr. 12 Linear Algebra
Recommended: Gr. 12 Physics

2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français;
Biology 1; Chemistry 1 and 2;
Linear Algebra 1
Recommended: Physics 1 and 2

BUSINESS ECONOMICS (BA; iBA)
Honours / Ordinary degree

ENG4U
Recommended: MHF4U; MCV4U

FRA4U
Recommended: MHF4U; MCV4U

Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French
Recommended: Gr. 12 Linear Algebra; 
Gr. 12 Calculus

2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français.
Recommended: Linear Algebra 1; 
Calculus 1

COMMUNICATIONS (BA; iBA)
Honours degree

ENG4U; 
FIF4U or FEF4U or FSF4U

FRA4U; 
EAE4U

Gr. 12 English; Gr. 12 French 2 Semesters of English/anglais;
2 semesters of French/français

ECONOMICS (BA; iBA)
Honours / Ordinary degree

ENG4U 
Recommended: MHF4U; MCV4U

FRA4U
Recommended: MHF4U; MCV4U

Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French
Recommended: Gr. 12 Linear Algebra; 
Gr. 12 Calculus

2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français;
Recommended: Linear Algebra 1; 
Calculus 1

EDUCATION (BEd) 
[French as a second language] 
Two years following a Bachelors  
degree from Glendon

ENG4U;
Admissions to a Glendon program  
[Preferably French Studies];  
Supplementary evaluation including:  
Experience summary and profile;  
Strong written and oral language in  
both English and French;  
Personal statement; 
Two reference letters; a $50 processing 
fee (by April 8, 2022)
Recommended: FIF4U or  
FEF4U or FSF4U*

FRA4U;
Admissions to a Glendon program  
[Preferably French Studies];  
Supplementary evaluation including:  
Experience summary and profile;  
Strong written and oral language in  
both English and French;  
Personal statement; 
Two reference letters;  
a $50 processing fee (by April 8, 2022)

Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French
Admissions to a Glendon program  
[Preferably French Studies];  
Supplementary evaluation including:  
Experience summary and profile;  
Strong written and oral language in  
both English and French;  
Personal statement; Two reference 
letters; a $50 processing fee  
(by April 8, 2022)

2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français;
Admissions to a Glendon program  
[Preferably French Studies];  
Supplementary evaluation including:  
Experience summary and profile;  
Strong written and oral language in  
both English and French;  
Personal statement; Two reference 
letters; a $50 processing fee  
(by April 8, 2022)

ENGLISH STUDIES (BA; iBA)
Honours / Ordinary degree

ENG4U FRA4U Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French 2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES AND  
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION  
(iBA/BBA DUAL DEGREE) 

ENG4U; FIF4U or FEF4U or FSF4U; 
MHF4U; MCV4U or MDM4U; 
(No prerequisite below 70% and 
no more than two 4M courses)
Submission of a bilingual  
supplementary evaluation

FRAN4U; EAE4U; 
MHF4U; MCV4U or MDM4U; 
(No prerequisite below 70% and  
no more than two 4M courses)
Submission of a bilingual  
supplementary evaluation

Gr. 12 English; Gr. 12 French;
Gr. 12 Linear Algebra; Gr. 12 Calculus or  
Gr. 12 Data Management;
(No prerequisite below 70%)
Submission of a bilingual  
supplementary evaluation

2 Semesters of English/anglais;
2 Semesters of  French/français;
Linear Algebra 1; Calculus 1;
(No prerequisite below 70%)
Submission of a bilingual  
supplementary evaluation 

MATHEMATICS (BA; iBA)
Honours / Ordinary degree

ENG4U; MHF4U.
Recommended: MCV4U

FRA4U; MHF4U
Recommended: MCV4U

Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French;
Gr. 12 Linear Algebra
Recommended: Gr. 12 Calculus

2 Semesters of English/anglais;
2 Semesters of French/français;
Linear Algebra 1
Recommended: Calculus 1

PSYCHOLOGY (BA; iBA)
Honours / Ordinary degree

ENG4U FRA4U Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French 2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français

PSYCHOLOGY (BSC; iBSC)
Honours / Ordinary degree

ENG4U; SCH4U or SPH4U;
4U Math (e.g.: MHF4U or  
MCV4U or MDM4U)

FRA4U; SCH4U or SPH4U;
4U Math (e.g.: MHF4U or  
MCV4U or MDM4U)

Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French;
Gr. 12 Chemistry or Gr. 12 Physics;
Gr. 12 Math (e.g: Linear Algebra or  
Calculus or Data Management)

2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français; Chemistry 1 or 2, or 
Physics 1; Math (e.g.: Linear Algebra 1;  
Calculus 1) 

TRANSLATION (BA; iBA)
• Specialized Honours degree 
• Accelerated BA [for holders of a  
  previous degree]

ENG4U;
FIF4U or FEF4U or FSF4U

FRA4U;
EAE4U

Gr. 12 English;
Gr. 12 French

2 Semesters of English/anglais;
2 Semesters of French/français



MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL PROGRAMS: ONTARIO AND QUEBEC   
(in addition to program-specific requirements)

ONTARIO HIGH SCHOOL
Anglophone Schools

ONTARIO HIGH SCHOOL 
Francophone Schools

QUEBEC 
Grade 12

QUEBEC 
CEGEP

Minimum six 4U;  4M; or  
DU courses (Including English or French)
Ontario Secondary School Diploma with 
an average* in the mid to high 70s;
French is recommended but not  
required unless specified below. 
*Average is calculated based on the  
top six 4U; 4M or DU courses

Minimum six 4U;  4M; or  
DU courses (Including English or French)
Ontario Secondary School Diploma with 
an average* in the mid to high 70s;
French is recommended but not  
required unless specified below. 
*Average is calculated based on the  
top six 4U; 4M or DU courses

Gr. 12 Certificate of Graduation;
Six Academic University Preparation 
Level subjects.
Mid to high 70s minimum.
French is recommended but not  
required unless specified below.
*Secondary V:  
Quebec Secondary School  
Diploma; Five Secondary V courses; 
Minimum cumulative average of 90%

One year of CEGEP;
Twelve Academic courses (High School 
equivalent not accepted);
Applicants with DEC may be awarded 
up to one year of transfer credit.
Mid-to-high 70s.
French is recommended but not  
required unless specified below

ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS BY PROGRAMS: ONTARIO AND QUEBEC
ONTARIO HIGH SCHOOL
Anglophone Schools

ONTARIO HIGH SCHOOL 
Francophone Schools

QUEBEC 
Grade 12

QUEBEC 
CEGEP

BIOLOGY (BSC; iBSC) 
Honours degree

ENG4U; SBI4U; SCH4U; MHF4U
Recommended: SPH4U

ENG4U; SBI4U; SCH4U; MHF4U
Recommended: SPH4U

Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French;
Gr. 12 Biology;
Gr. 12 Chemistry;
Gr. 12 Linear Algebra
Recommended: Gr. 12 Physics

2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français;
Biology 1; Chemistry 1 and 2;
Linear Algebra 1
Recommended: Physics 1 and 2

BUSINESS ECONOMICS (BA; iBA)
Honours / Ordinary degree

ENG4U
Recommended: MHF4U; MCV4U

FRA4U
Recommended: MHF4U; MCV4U

Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French
Recommended: Gr. 12 Linear Algebra; 
Gr. 12 Calculus

2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français.
Recommended: Linear Algebra 1; 
Calculus 1

COMMUNICATIONS (BA; iBA)
Honours degree

ENG4U; 
FIF4U or FEF4U or FSF4U

FRA4U; 
EAE4U

Gr. 12 English; Gr. 12 French 2 Semesters of English/anglais;
2 semesters of French/français

ECONOMICS (BA; iBA)
Honours / Ordinary degree

ENG4U 
Recommended: MHF4U; MCV4U

FRA4U
Recommended: MHF4U; MCV4U

Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French
Recommended: Gr. 12 Linear Algebra; 
Gr. 12 Calculus

2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français;
Recommended: Linear Algebra 1; 
Calculus 1

EDUCATION (BEd) 
[French as a second language] 
Two years following a Bachelors  
degree from Glendon

ENG4U;
Admissions to a Glendon program  
[Preferably French Studies];  
Supplementary evaluation including:  
Experience summary and profile;  
Strong written and oral language in  
both English and French;  
Personal statement; 
Two reference letters; a $50 processing 
fee (by April 8, 2022)
Recommended: FIF4U or  
FEF4U or FSF4U*

FRA4U;
Admissions to a Glendon program  
[Preferably French Studies];  
Supplementary evaluation including:  
Experience summary and profile;  
Strong written and oral language in  
both English and French;  
Personal statement; 
Two reference letters;  
a $50 processing fee (by April 8, 2022)

Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French
Admissions to a Glendon program  
[Preferably French Studies];  
Supplementary evaluation including:  
Experience summary and profile;  
Strong written and oral language in  
both English and French;  
Personal statement; Two reference 
letters; a $50 processing fee  
(by April 8, 2022)

2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français;
Admissions to a Glendon program  
[Preferably French Studies];  
Supplementary evaluation including:  
Experience summary and profile;  
Strong written and oral language in  
both English and French;  
Personal statement; Two reference 
letters; a $50 processing fee  
(by April 8, 2022)

ENGLISH STUDIES (BA; iBA)
Honours / Ordinary degree

ENG4U FRA4U Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French 2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français

INTERNATIONAL STUDIES AND  
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION  
(iBA/BBA DUAL DEGREE) 

ENG4U; FIF4U or FEF4U or FSF4U; 
MHF4U; MCV4U or MDM4U; 
(No prerequisite below 70% and 
no more than two 4M courses)
Submission of a bilingual  
supplementary evaluation

FRAN4U; EAE4U; 
MHF4U; MCV4U or MDM4U; 
(No prerequisite below 70% and  
no more than two 4M courses)
Submission of a bilingual  
supplementary evaluation

Gr. 12 English; Gr. 12 French;
Gr. 12 Linear Algebra; Gr. 12 Calculus or  
Gr. 12 Data Management;
(No prerequisite below 70%)
Submission of a bilingual  
supplementary evaluation

2 Semesters of English/anglais;
2 Semesters of  French/français;
Linear Algebra 1; Calculus 1;
(No prerequisite below 70%)
Submission of a bilingual  
supplementary evaluation 

MATHEMATICS (BA; iBA)
Honours / Ordinary degree

ENG4U; MHF4U.
Recommended: MCV4U

FRA4U; MHF4U
Recommended: MCV4U

Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French;
Gr. 12 Linear Algebra
Recommended: Gr. 12 Calculus

2 Semesters of English/anglais;
2 Semesters of French/français;
Linear Algebra 1
Recommended: Calculus 1

PSYCHOLOGY (BA; iBA)
Honours / Ordinary degree

ENG4U FRA4U Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French 2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français

PSYCHOLOGY (BSC; iBSC)
Honours / Ordinary degree

ENG4U; SCH4U or SPH4U;
4U Math (e.g.: MHF4U or  
MCV4U or MDM4U)

FRA4U; SCH4U or SPH4U;
4U Math (e.g.: MHF4U or  
MCV4U or MDM4U)

Gr. 12 English or Gr. 12 French;
Gr. 12 Chemistry or Gr. 12 Physics;
Gr. 12 Math (e.g: Linear Algebra or  
Calculus or Data Management)

2 Semesters of English/anglais or 
French/français; Chemistry 1 or 2, or 
Physics 1; Math (e.g.: Linear Algebra 1;  
Calculus 1) 

TRANSLATION (BA; iBA)
• Specialized Honours degree 
• Accelerated BA [for holders of a  
  previous degree]

ENG4U;
FIF4U or FEF4U or FSF4U

FRA4U;
EAE4U

Gr. 12 English;
Gr. 12 French

2 Semesters of English/anglais;
2 Semesters of French/français
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IMPORTANT DATES
Here is what you can do to be on track  
with your admission to Glendon and  
keep in touch with us.

September to December 2021
Join us for our Virtual Fall Campus Day: Open House –  
November 21, 2021. You’ll have the chance to speak  
with our professors and learn about the services we offer.

Ask your questions to a student already enrolled in the  
program that interests you. Easily book a 15-minute  
chat with a member of the Glendon Virtual Network!

December 2021 to April 2022
January 13, 2022 is the Fall 2022 application deadline for all  
Ontario high school students; applicants from Canadian  
international schools; and high school students from Canadian 
provinces outside Ontario 

Submit your supplementary documentation if you applied to a 
program that requires supplementary evaluation (AMPD, Business 
Administration, Education and the Glendon iBA/BBA dual degree).

December 2021 to April 1, 2022 
Apply for Glendon entrance awards and scholarships at  
https://www.glendon.yorku.ca/futurestudents/fees-and-funding/ 
scholarships-and-bursaries/application/. You do need your MyFile 
access to apply, but don’t need to have an offer of admission.

March 2022 
Join us for our Spring events to experience Glendon and discover 
what it’s like to be a student here.
 • March Break U – March 14 to 18, 2022
  • Experience Glendon: Spring Open House

Keep checking MyFile and your email account, which you provided 
on your application, for updates to the status of your application. 
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YOU RECEIVED AN OFFER  
FROM GLENDON?  
CONGRATS! HERE ARE YOUR  
NEXT STEPS. 

June 2022
The deadline for Ontario high school students to accept their 
offer is June 1, 2022. 

As soon as you have accepted your offer, complete YU START.  
Your course enrolment access time will be emailed to you, and 
you’ll have the support of YU START student leaders to help you  
transition to Glendon. 

Apply for residence by June 1 if applicable. Your room will be  
assigned to you in mid-July. 

Apply for OSAP by June 30 to ensure your funds are available in 
early September. 

Notify the Office of Admissions if you are enrolling in summer school. 

Your final transcript is required in August. 

July-August 2022
Get ready for classes and Orientation! Important dates for the 2022-
2023 school year will be posted online in the summer of 2022. 

Budgeting for year ahead, work-study program application, residence. 

Late August 2022 
Glendon Orientation Week – making new friends!

Early September 2022
Glendon Orientation (GO) Day – meet your professors, advisors and 
other students.

September 2022 
Classes start!
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TIPS FOR PARENTS
THE RESEARCH AND  
APPLICATION PROCESS

Start your search early – there are many options to 
choose from. Sit down with your future high school graduate to  
discuss what interests them. From there, visit https://www.ontario 
universitiesinfo.ca/programs to search and discover programs  
offered by Ontario universities related to those fields of interest.

Know the deadlines – The OUAC deadline for all Ontario 
high school student applications is January 13, 2022. Scholarship 
and bursary applications also have their own deadlines. Make sure 
your child is aware of those deadlines and applies in time.  
Applicants are highly encouraged to apply for scholarships and 
bursaries even before they have received an offer of admission.

Explore the various courses in the program –  
This helps future students get a better understanding of what 
they’ll learn, and solidify what they would enjoy or be interested in.

Speak with professors and current students –  
The Glendon Campus is a small and inclusive community, where 
profs get to know their students by name. Meet with us at our  
open house events, drop-in sessions and through the Glendon 
Virtual Network, and get answers to all your questions.

Check entry requirements – Make sure you review  
both the general and program-specific requirements with your 
child. Some programs, like the Glendon BEd and Dual degree,  
require a supplementary application.

Understand student finances – Sit down with your 
future university student to review their sources of income,  
develop a budget and make sure they can adequately fund  
their studies. 

Follow us @GlendonLiaison on Instagram and @GlendonCampus 
on Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter to get our news.
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FIRST YEAR

Adopt the role of a coach. 
As the parent of a student in university, your role becomes more focused on coaching 
them and checking in on their wellness.

Start on the right foot. 
Getting involved with everything, and failing to consider how that might make the  
student feel, may make transition to university more difficult. Take a step back and  
let them experiment.

Help them find a healthy balance. 
Help them with time management, so that they avoid focusing solely on their academics 
and any jobs they may also hold, which can become overwhelming. Ensuring they  
schedule leisure time, volunteering or physical activity breaks will help them find balance.

Ensure they get the most out of the experience.  
Getting involved is a driver to a successful first year for many students. Are they seeking 
to join clubs, get a job on campus or accessing university services?

PARENTS & SUPPORTERS ORIENTATION
Taking place on residence move-in day, this session lets parents, guardians and family 
connect with the Glendon team to ask questions about campus security, orientation,  
food services, student life, financial aid and OSAP.
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CONTACT US

THE BIG CITY AND THE BIG CAMPUS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
Experience the best of both worlds with our peaceful green space and the exciting perks  
of downtown life. A free shuttle is available between the Glendon and Keele campuses so 
you can access more choices of courses, restaurants, study spaces and extracurriculars.

Keele  
Campus Glendon Campus to Keele Campus 

35 minutes on the FREE shuttle to Keele campus

Glendon Campus to Union Station  
35 minutes on public transit (TTC) to downtown 
Union Station

1

2

Glendon 
Campus

CN Tower

1

2

HAVE QUESTIONS?   
Get in touch by calling 416-487-6710,  
emailing liaison@glendon.yorku.ca or sending 
a DM to @GlendonLiaison on Instagram.
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